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NEW SKATERS

Synchronized skating or synchro is a discipline of figure skating
recognized by US Figure Skating in which 8-20 skaters compete
as a team.  Synchro offers athletes the chance to compete with
others and learn the value of teamwork and camaraderie.

For a synchro team to flow in unison, individual skaters must
be competent at a variety of skating skills including speed,
footwork, and ice presence. The team performs a program set
to music, with required formations including circles, lines,
blocks, wheels, and intersections.

There are many benefits to participating in a team sport, and
synchronized skating is a great way for figure skaters to
compete in a sport they love while enjoying all of the aspects
of working with others on a team. Intensity Synchronized
Skating represents the Mentor Figure Skating Club and
competes within the US Figure Skating synchronized skating
program locally, regionally, and nationallly.

NEW TO INTENSITY?

We welcome skaters of all ages and skill levels.  Prior synchro
experience is not required or necessary, we have a place for all
skaters!

We encourage you to attend our Workshops to get an idea of
what synchro is all about!

WHY SYNCHRONIZED SKATING?

WHAT IS SYNCHRONIZED SKATING?



WHAT TO EXPECT AT WORKSHOPS
AND TEAM PLACEMENTS

TEAM PLACEMENTS

WORKSHOPS

Synchro Elements - Learn the Basic elements of
synchronized skating.  Skaters will perform a Block, Circle,
Line, Wheel and Intersection.
Skating Skills - Learn the drills and turns that skaters will be
performing at team placements to give themselves an
added edge.
Free Skating Elements - Skaters will work on the beginning
stages of the Moves in the Field element, Twizzle element,
and Pair element.

Skaters should wear all black skating appropriate clothing 
 with their hair in a bun and a positive attitude.  Last years
team members will be there along side new skaters to help
work through the elements and skills being presented by our
coaching staff.

Workshops will consist of learning the following:

Each skater will receive a number to pin to their shirt to allow
the coaches to identify them.

The coaches will evaluate each skater's mastery of skills
appropriate for the group level.  Skaters are not expected to
be perfect. Some skills are meant to challenge the skaters to
give a sense of their willingness to try new things.

Skaters should attend the group that they qualify for based on
the LTS/Moves level they are passed at the time of the team
placements. 

**If the coaches feel a skater is more advanced than their
current test level, they may be asked to attend the next group
team placement.



TEAM LEVELS

All teams will be formed based on age & moves in the field, as
required by US Figure Skating. However, it is important to
understand that although a skater may have passed the
required moves in the field test, this does not guarantee a
spot on a specific team.   We strive to ensure skaters across
the team are well matched, while also ensuring that all skaters
have a team to skate with.

**Teams do not move as complete units.  This means that
some skaters may move up to a new team level, while others
may need another year to prepare for the next level.

TEAM PLACEMENTS

*Does not reflect the requirements from US Figure Skating but is the recommended level from the organization.

INTRODUCTORY TEAMS
Aspire Beginner

Passed Basic 4*

Aspire Pre-Preliminary
Passed Basic 5*

Snowplow Sam Synchro
Passed Basic 3*

Aspire Preliminary
Passed Basic 6*

Preliminary
Passed Pre-Preliminary Moves

Under the age of 14

Pre-Juvenile
Passed Pre-Preliminary Moves

Under the age of 18

Open Juvenile
Passed Preliminary* Moves

Under the age of 20

DEVELOPMENTAL TEAMS

Novice
Passed Novice Moves
Under the age of 20

Intermediate
Passed Intermediate Moves

Under the age of 20

Juvenile
Passed Juvenile Moves

Under the age of 14

NATIONAL TEAMS

SKATERS SHOULD WEAR ALL BLACK ATTIRE AND HAIR IN A BUN

PLEASE CONTACT US AT INFO@INTENSITYSYNCHRO.COM TO SCHEDULE A
MAKEUP TEAM PLACEMENT SESSION



SYNCHRO SEASON INFO

COMPETITION SCHEDULE

1 day/week (1 hour on ice)

2 days/week (2 hours on ice)

2 days/week (3-4 hours on ice)

Introductory Teams

Developmental Teams

National Teams

Additional off ice will be scheduled on practice days for all teams

TIME COMMITMENT BY TEAM

Diamond Classic (Mentor, OH) - Early November 
Dr. Porter Classic (Ann Arbor, MI) - Early December***
Mid-America (Fraser, MI) - Early January***
Tri-States (TBD in either IN, OH, MI) - Early February

Diamond Classic (Mentor, OH)  - Early November
Kalamazoo Kick Off  (Kalamazoo, MI) - Late November
Dr. Porter Classic (Ann Arbor, MI) - Early December
Mid-America (Fraser, MI) - Early January
Midwestern Sectionals (TBD) - Late January
Tri-States (TBD in either IN, OH, MI) - Early February
US Synchronized Championships (TBD) - Early March

Introductory Teams

***Snowplow Sam team will not travel to these events

Developmental and National Qualifying Teams

SEASON LENGTH

Teams begin practicing in early May, working on skills and
team elements.  We hold choreography sessions in late
July/early August for the skaters to learn their program for the
season.  The competition season runs from November to
February and our season concludes with our annual banquet
in early March.



FAQ

WHEN WILL PLACEMENTS BE SENT OUT?

We provide detailed lists of skills that are recommended but
not required to be able to be performed at the team
placements. You can find these on pages 7-9.

WHAT SKILLS DO I NEED FOR THE TEAM
PLACEMENTS?

Team placement emails will be sent out one week following
the team placement sessions.

The letter will include the contract for the season as well as
information regarding competitions, fees, and important
dates.

CAN I DO SINGLES COMPETITIONS, TOI,
ETC. AND DO SYNCHRO?

Absolutely! We encourage skaters to compete in singles, ice
dance, TOI, etc., and to continue working on all of their
freestyle tests.  

WHEN ARE CONTRACTS DUE?

We will be hosting signing nights one week after the team
placements.  Parents will turn in all required forms, first
payment and order team apparel for the season.



INTRODUCTORY TEAMS
Recommended Skills

Forward stroking
Forward crossovers
Forward and backward pumps
Forward and backward chasses
Forward outside three turns/two foot turn (R, L)
Forward and backward one-foot glides held in a straight line and on a circle (R, L)

Backward crossovers
Forward/Backward Perimeter Stroking (push, cross, hold)
Forward lunges (R, L)
Bunny hops
Straight line spirals (R, L)
Forward inside mohawks (R, L)
T-stops (R, L)

Speed and upper body control
Proper pushing off the blade
Clean and controlled edges
Nice posture and body line
Ability to hold an extension
Ability to skate to the beat of music
Potential to progress throughout the season
Ability to pay attention and listen to directions

Skaters at this will level vary in skill level based on their progress through the
Learn to Skate USA levels.  The below are recommended and not required.

Skaters at this level will be taught drills and patterns. These drills and patterns will
be set to music, which the skater will be asked to perform both individually and
attached to other skaters. We will teach them basic synchro formations and evaluate
how they skate connected.  

Skaters should be prepared to demonstrate:

In addition, if appropriate, skaters may be asked to show:

Skaters at this level will be evaluated on:



DEVELOPMENTAL TEAMS
Recommended Skills

Stroking
Forward/Backward Perimeter Stroking (push, cross, hold)
Forward/Backward Crossovers
Forward/Backward chasses
Forward inside/outside 3-turns
Mohawks – forward inside (R, L)
Back outside power-3 turns (R, L)
Single Twizzles - forward inside and back outside (R, L)
T-stops (R, L), front show stop (R)
Free skating moves:

Forward/Backward Lunge (R leg back)
Outside spread eagle (both directions - CW, CCW)
Change of edge spirals (FI to FO, FO to FI) (R, L)
Biellman spiral
170 spirals (R, L on a back outside, grabbing from the heel)
Spin of choice
Split jump

Advanced skating skill
Speed, flow, and the ability to accelerate
Nice posture and carriage
Controlled, strong extensions
Proper finish (pointed toes, turned heads, locked arms)
Clean and controlled edges
Knee/ankle pressure
Proper pushing off the blade
Spatial awareness
Ability to skate to the beat of music
Ability to skate with confidence and security on their own and in a line
Potential to progress throughout the season
Ability to pay attention and listen to directions and apply corrections

Skaters at this will level vary in skill level based on their progress through
Moves in the Field and prior synchro experience. The below are recommended
and not required.

Skaters should be prepared to demonstrate:

Skaters at this level will be evaluated on:



NATIONAL TEAMS
Recommended Skills

Stroking
Forward/Backward Perimeter Stroking (push, cross, hold)
Forward/Backward Crossovers
Mohawks – forward inside (R, L)
Back outside power-3 turns (R, L)
Advanced Turns: forward/backward, inside/outside (R, L)

Brackets, Rockers, Counters in turn series
Twizzles:

RFI 2.5, cross L, LBO double
Alternating BO double twizzles (with cross rolls in between)

Front show stop (R)
Free skating moves:

Outside spread eagle (both directions - CW, CCW)
Outside Ina Bauer
Change of edge spirals (FI to FO, and FO to FI) (R, L)
Biellman spiral
170 spirals (R, L on a back outside, grabbing from the heel)
Spin of choice
Split jump

Outstanding skating skill
Speed, flow and the ability to accelerate through execution of patterns and
formations
Ability to maintain speed and control while executing difficult turns
Excellent posture and carriage, upper body control
Clean and controlled edges
Controlled, strong extensions
Proper finish (pointed toes, turned heads, locked arms)
Deep knee/ankle bend and body lean
Ability to skate to the beat of music
Ability to skate with confidence and security on their own and in the line
Ability to apply corrections, and adapt to and pick up changes quickly
Spatial awareness

Skaters at this will level vary in skill level based on their team level. The below
are recommended and not required for skaters on Juvenile or Intermediate teams.

Skaters should be prepared to demonstrate:

Skaters at this level will be evaluated on:



If you have any questions, please contact us at
info@intensitysynchro.com

 
We look forward to seeing you at workshops

and team placements!
 

We wish you the best of luck!


